Rippling muscle disease

Rippling muscle disease is a condition in which the muscles are unusually sensitive to movement or pressure (irritable). The muscles near the center of the body (proximal muscles) are most affected, especially the thighs. In most people with this condition, stretching the muscle causes visible ripples to spread across the muscle, lasting 5 to 20 seconds. A bump or other sudden impact on the muscle causes it to bunch up (percuision-induced muscle mounding) or exhibit repetitive tensing (percussion-induced rapid contraction). The rapid contractions can continue for up to 30 seconds and may be painful.

People with rippling muscle disease may have overgrowth (hypertrophy) of some muscles, especially in the calf. Some affected individuals have an abnormal pattern of walking (gait), such as walking on tiptoe. They may experience fatigue, cramps, or muscle stiffness, especially after exercise or in cold temperatures.

The age of onset of rippling muscle disease varies widely, but it often begins in late childhood or adolescence. Rippling muscles may also occur as a feature of other muscle disorders such as limb-girdle muscular dystrophy.

Frequency

The prevalence of rippling muscle disease is unknown.

Causes

Rippling muscle disease can be caused by mutations in the CAV3 gene. Muscle conditions caused by CAV3 gene mutations are called caveolinopathies. The CAV3 gene provides instructions for making a protein called caveolin-3, which is found in the membrane surrounding muscle cells. This protein is the main component of caveolae, which are small pouches in the muscle cell membrane. Within the caveolae, the caveolin-3 protein acts as a scaffold to organize other molecules that are important for cell signaling and maintenance of the cell structure. It may also help regulate calcium levels in muscle cells, which play a role in controlling muscle contraction and relaxation.

CAV3 gene mutations that cause rippling muscle disease result in a shortage of caveolin-3 protein in the muscle cell membrane. Researchers suggest that the reduction in caveolin-3 protein disrupts the normal control of calcium levels in muscle cells, leading to abnormal muscle contractions in response to stimulation.

In addition to rippling muscle disease, CAV3 gene mutations can cause other caveolinopathies including CAV3-related distal myopathy, limb-girdle muscular dystrophy, isolated hyperCKemia, and a heart disorder called hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Several CAV3 gene mutations have been found to cause different...
caveolinopathies in different individuals. It is unclear why a single CAV3 gene mutation may cause different patterns of signs and symptoms, even within the same family.

Some people with rippling muscle disease do not have mutations in the CAV3 gene. The cause of the disorder in these individuals is unknown.

Inheritance Pattern

Rippling muscle disease is usually inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern, but it is occasionally inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern.

Autosomal dominant inheritance means that one copy of an altered CAV3 gene in each cell is sufficient to cause the disorder. In most cases, an affected person has one parent with rippling muscle disease or another caveolinopathy. Rare cases result from new mutations in the gene and occur in people with no history of caveolinopathies in their family.

Autosomal recessive inheritance means that both copies of the CAV3 gene in each cell have mutations. The parents of an individual with an autosomal recessive condition each carry one copy of the mutated gene, but they typically do not show signs and symptoms of the condition. People with autosomal recessive rippling muscle disease generally have more severe signs and symptoms than do people with the autosomal dominant form.

Other Names for This Condition
- rippling muscle syndrome
- RMD

Diagnosis & Management

Genetic Testing Information
- What is genetic testing? /primer/testing/genetictesting

Additional Information & Resources

Health Information from MedlinePlus

Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center
Educational Resources

- MalaCards: rippling muscle disease 1
  https://www.malacards.org/card/rippling_muscle_disease_1_2
- MalaCards: rippling muscle disease 2
  https://www.malacards.org/card/rippling_muscle_disease_2
- Orphanet: Rippling muscle disease
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=97238
- Washington University Neuromuscular Disease Center
  https://neuromuscular.wustl.edu/mother/activity.html#ripple

Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

- Muscular Dystrophy Association
  https://www.mda.org/

Scientific Articles on PubMed

- PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28%28rippling+muscle+disease+\%5BTIAB\%29+OR+%28rippling+muscle+syndrome%5BTIAB%5D%29\%29+AND+english\%5Blng\%29+AND+human\%5Bmh\%29

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

- RIPPLING MUSCLE DISEASE 1
  http://omim.org/entry/600332
- RIPPLING MUSCLE DISEASE 2
  http://omim.org/entry/606072

Medical Genetics Database from MedGen

- Rippling muscle disease 2
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